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Abstract
This study is an application of cultural economic value theory within the context of visual art. Current literature
supports an incompatibility between objective, empirical economic research and the subjectivity of artistic
expression. While variables affecting the intrinsic value of art are difficult to identify and measure, this study
quantified the effect of context information on university students’ perceptions of visual art. For this study, 118
randomly assigned University of Arkansas students viewed four identical works of art and answered identical
questions designed to measure perceptions of intrinsic value. Despite a hypothesis that context would positively
affect participants’ reports, when significant this variable actually lowered participants’ reported values for every
question. Results of this study open the door to further research in cultural economics, integrating empirical
methodology into arts programmers’ strategies to reach their millennial audiences.
Introduction
Distinctly different from a hard science,
economics is a study of value that measures the more
flexible aspects of our existence including: human
nature, social institutions, physical environment and
the relationship between all three to influence people’s
perceptions of value. Since any number and degree of
factors influence our perceptions, measuring intrinsic
value (the value of something for its own sake) allows
economics to explore subjects that do not rely on purely
objective experience. – such as the perception of art –
to connect the seemingly unconnected.
Often, a complete separation is witnessed
between the “economic way of thinking” and “artistic
expression”. Economists must create objective models
to explain a complex, conceptual world, while at the
same time an artist’s work is inherently subjective and
cannot meet the requirements of scientific investigation.
Quantitative economic analysis requires not only the
identification of variables within artistic expression
that affect the outcomes of our experience, but also it
requires the identification of a tangible, measurable
outcome. A captivating study by the RAND Corporation
in Santa Monica, California, draws inspiration from art
philosopher Susanne Langer in which she describes
a work of art as an “objectification of subjective
life” and “an outward showing of inward nature”
(McCarthy, Ondaatje, Zakaras, & Brooks, 2004, p. 65),
supporting that artistic expression is a communicative
Published by ScholarWorks@UARK, 2016

process in which the artist’s tools - the images and
forms that embody his or her vision - express human
feeling, and these tools achieve this for our perception
through sense or imagination. Acknowledging the
plight of quantitative analysis, it offers that this artistic
expression:
Fills gaps left by communication based on the
natural science model of knowledge that dominates
our culture. Rather than describing the world in
impersonal, abstract, or mathematical terms,
it presents a created reality based on a personal
perspective that includes the whole uncensored
human being with all its feelings, imaginings, and
yearnings. (McCarthy et al., 2004, p. 65)
When exposed to a work of art, the viewer
perceives some measure of enjoyment and connection
(or not) to the piece – two perceptions of intrinsic value.
Widespread use of context information by galleries to
enhance viewers’ understanding of artworks is intended
to increase their enjoyment and connection – but to what
degree does this information influence these viewers?
Method
Research Question
This study quantified the effect of one variable
on the perceived intrinsic value of art on its viewers,
5
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primarily investigating the hypothesis of the positive
effect of context information on reported level of
enjoyment and strength of connection, where:
•
•

H0: Exposure to context information does not
significantly affect reported level of enjoyment/
strength of connection when viewing visual art
HA: Exposure to context information significantly
affects “ ”

Survey
All data for this research study were collected
through an online survey. All University of Arkansas
students enrolled in honors and non-honors sections
of art professor Cindy Wiseman’s Western Art History
course comprised the population for study. To incentivize
participation, students who completed the survey were
eligible to receive 10 bonus points in the course. To
limit the potential for order effects, this experiment
utilized a between-subject design where participants
were randomly assigned to one of two surveys: control
or treatment. A total of 118 responses were analyzed,
and within this sample 60 participants received the
control survey while 58 participants received the
treatment survey. For all questions, treatment was
chosen as the primary explanatory variable. For both
the control and treatment groups, participants taking
either survey viewed identical works of art. Participants
viewed the following four works: Vincent Van Gogh’s
Café Terrace at Night (Figure 1), Salvador Dali’s The
Persistence of Memory (Figure 2), Jackson Pollock’s
White Light (Figure 3) and a personal work Catedral
(Figure 4).

Figure 1. Vincent Van Gogh. Café Terrace at Night. 1888 Oil on
canvas. 31.9 x 25.8 inches. Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo, The
Netherlands.
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/inquiry/vol20/iss1/4

Figure 2. Salvador Dali. The Persistence of Memory. 1931. Oil
on canvas. 9.5 x 13 inches. The Museum of Modern Art, New
York City, New York.

Figure 3. Jackson Pollock. White Light. 1954. Oil, enamel and
aluminum paint on canvas. 48.25 x 38.25 inches. The Museum of
Modern Art in New York City, New York.

Figure 4: Kelsey Ferguson. Catedral. 2012. Digital photograph. 5
x 7 inches. Personal collection.
6
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These works were chosen for several reasons.
First, all but Catedral are internationally recognized
artworks and the artists of these works are considered
iconic representatives for their respective modern art
movements. Showing three works with a very large
chance of recognition to the sample better isolated the
effect of context information on relatively unknown
work, represented by the personal work Catedral.
All works were from the modern art timeline only,
controlling for time period. Although it is important
to note that while each of the artworks shown were
created in separate time periods with distinct styles, for
the purposes of this study Café Terrace at Night and
Catedral were grouped together as “realistic” artworks
while The Persistence of Memory and White Light were
grouped together as “abstract” works.
For the purposes of this study, the word realistic
describes an artwork in which the objects within the
scene are identifiable and retain much of their natural
composition. Café Terrace at Night is considered
a realistic artwork in this study, but by art history
standards it cannot be defined as “realistic” over a more
precise definition. It is actually a work from the PostImpressionist time period and while it does show an
identifiable scene, the technique that Van Gogh utilizes
captures closer to an impression of this scene than an
exact representation. While Catedral manipulates the
presentation of objects, the objects themselves still
retain their natural composition. The term abstract
is used in this study to describe an artwork in which
either the natural composition of objects is manipulated
enough to warrant a significant change in perspective or
the scene is nonobjective. The Persistence of Memory
is a Surrealist work, and though the objects within it are
indeed identifiable, they are manipulated so that their
compositions are significantly altered and abstracted.
White Light is nonobjective (Adams, 2010).
Participants in both groups answered four
identical demographic questions determining class
standing, gender, non-honors or honors enrollment in
Western Art History, and whether they had previously
visited Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in
Bentonville, AR. The class standing choices (e.g.,
freshman, sophomore, junior, senior and fifth-year
senior +) were coded as (1-5) respectively. For gender,
participants identified as male, female or other/decline
to state. To isolate the effect of context information,
experimental design of the control survey versus the
treatment survey manipulated the type and amount of
Published by ScholarWorks@UARK, 2016

information provided underneath each artwork. Before
answering each set of questions, participants in the
control group viewed only the work’s title and name of
the artist responsible for its creation, while participants
in the treatment group viewed not only the work’s title
and artist name, but also read between three and four
sentences of context information that included: a short
description of the formal elements of the work, the
historical influence of the time period on the work and
a quote from the artist about the creation process for the
work.
After viewing each work of art, participants
were asked (a) to report their level of enjoyment viewing
each, and (b) to note how strongly they felt a connection
between the content of the artwork and themselves.
The first question, “How much did you enjoy viewing
this work?” asked participants to report their level of
enjoyment on a (1-7) ascending scale from “I Did Not
Enjoy It at All” (coded as “1”) to “I Enjoyed It Very
Much” (coded as “7”). The second question, “How
strongly do you feel a connection between the content
of this work and yourself?” asked participants to report
their strength of connection on a (1-7) ascending scale
from “Not Strong at All” to “Very Strong”, using an
identical coding system.
Regression
All data were analyzed using econometric
regression analysis. The following regressions outline
the models for both reported level of enjoyment and
strength of connection:
EnjoyOverall= β0 + β1Treatment + β2Male + β3Class + β4Treatment + µ
ConnectOverall= β0 + β1Treatment + β2Male + β3Class + β4Treatment + µ

Where:
• EnjoyOverall, ConnectOverall = simple average
of each participant’s reported level of enjoyment/
strength of connection for each artwork
• Treatment = dummy variable, where receiving
context information assigns the numerical value
1 (primary explanatory variable)
• Male/Honors = dummy variables, where
answering male/honors assigns the numerical
value 1
• Class = simple average of participants’ class
standing
• µ = error term
7
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In addition, dependent variables for each individual
artwork were coded into the dataset, where:
• Enjoy1, Connect1 = Café Terrace at Night
• Enjoy2, Connect2 = The Persistence of Memory
• Enjoy3, Connect3 = White Light
• Enjoy4, Connect4 = Catedral
And dependent variables for combinations of artworks
were coded as:
• EnjoyNoPollock, ConnectNoPollock = simple
averages for each work of art EXCEPT White
Light
• EnjoyRealistic, ConnectRealistic = simple
averages for Café Terrace at Night and Catedral
• EnjoyAbstract, ConnectAbstract = simple
averages for The Persistence of Memory and
White Light

At a score of 4.86, on average participant
overall reported enjoyment of the artworks was
slightly above neutral, leaning closely toward “I
Somewhat Enjoyed It.” The highest mean score
(5.71) among the sample indicated enjoyment for
Vincent Van Gogh’s Café Terrace at Night, while the
lowest mean score (3.66) for the sample identified
Jackson Pollock’s White Light. When White Light was
removed, indicated by the variable EnjoyNoPollock,
mean reported enjoyment scores increased; when The
Persistence of Memory was removed as well, indicated
by the variable EnjoyRealistic, mean enjoyment
scores increased even further. The mean enjoyment
score (4.42) for EnjoyAbstract fell almost a full point
beneath EnjoyRealistic (5.34). Therefore, on average,
data findings suggest that participants reported higher
enjoyment from the realistic works than from the
abstract works.
Results
Sample variance for overall reported enjoyment
Summary Statistics
was 0.71. On average, participants in the sample were
fairly stable in their reported levels of enjoyment for all
Beginning with the primary dependent variable, works. Following the trend for sample mean, sample
reported level of enjoyment, Table 1 below displays the variance for Café Terrace at Night was also the lowest
summary statistics for all participants’ survey responses of the four artworks at 0.79, while sample variance for
in both the control and treatment group.
White Light was highest at 3.44. When White Light
was removed, sample variance for EnjoyNoPollock
fell from 0.71 to 0.68. This followed the trend for
Table 1 (N=118)
mean enjoyment; however, when The Persistence of
Memory was removed, EnjoyRealistic sample variance
Enjoy
Enjoy
Enjoy
Enjoy
did not further decrease – in contrast, it increased from
Overall NoPollock Realistic Abstract
0.68 to 0.82. EnjoyAbstract sample variance fell to
Sample
4.86
5.29
5.34
4.42
1.35. On average, sample variance was lower for the
Mean
realistic works than for the abstract works, suggesting
Standard
0.08
0.08
0.83
0.11
that while on average participants enjoyed the realistic
Error
works more, they also had more volatile responses to
the abstract works. This also suggests that responses
Standard 0.84
0.82
0.91
1.16
for White Light alone were volatile enough to explain
Deviation
the
reduction in sample variance when controlled for
Sample
0.71
0.68
0.82
1.35
specifically in EnjoyNoPollock, and for the increase
Variance
Enjoy1
Enjoy2
Enjoy3
Enjoy4 when isolated within EnjoyAbstract. Table 2 displays
the summary statistics for all participants’ reported
Sample
5.71
5.19
3.66
4.97
strengths of connection in both control and treatment
Mean
groups.
Standard
0.08
0.12
0.17
0.13
On average, sample overall reported connection
Error
fell slightly below neutral for all works, leaning toward
“Undecided”. Compared to Enjoy data, on average
Standard 0.89
1.33
1.85
1.45
participants reported that overall they enjoyed the
Deviation
artworks more than they felt a connection to them. As
Sample
0.79
1.78
3.44
2.10
with enjoyment, mean reported connection to Vincent
Variance
Van Gogh’s Café Terrace at Night was the highest of the
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/inquiry/vol20/iss1/4
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Table 2 (N=118)

Sample
Mean
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation
Sample
Variance
Sample
Mean
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation
Sample
Variance

Table 3 (N=118)

Connect
Overall
3.69

Connect
NoPollock
3.98

Connect
Realistic
3.97

Connect
Abstract
3.39

0.10

0.10

0.12

0.11

1.04

1.61

1.31

1.17

1.08

1.26

1.70

1.36

Connect1

Connect2

4.02

4.01

2.77

3.92

0.13

0.13

0.15

0.16

1.44

1.61

1.68

1.69

2.07

2.61

2.81

2.86

Connect3 Connect4

sample. Lowest reported connection to the artworks was
again for Jackson Pollock’s White Light. When White
Light was removed from connection, indicated by the
variable ConnectNoPollock, mean reported connection
increased from 3.69 to 3.98. When The Persistence
of Memory was removed, indicated by the variable
ConnectRealistic, mean connection actually decreased
slightly from 3.98 to 3.97. Sample mean connection for
ConnectAbstract fell still lower at 3.40. In this case, the
data suggest that, on average, participants also reported
higher connection to the realistic works than to the
abstract works. Recalling that this was also observed
for reported enjoyment, the data also suggest that the
reported connection for White Light alone was not
only the lowest of the four artworks, it differed enough
from the rest of the sample to explain the increase
in sample mean when controlled for specifically in
ConnectNoPollock and for the decrease when isolated
within ConnectAbstract.
Sample variance for overall reported
connection was 1.08. Compared to 0.71 for overall
reported enjoyment, sample variance for connection
was 0.37 points higher. This suggests that while, on
average, participants felt a weaker overall connection
to the artworks than enjoyment, their responses were
Published by ScholarWorks@UARK, 2016

Sample
Mean

Male

Class

Honors

Visited

0.40

1.63

0.22

0.63

more volatile. Following the trend for enjoyment,
sample variance for Café Terrace at Night was again
the lowest of the four artworks at 2.07. In this case,
however, sample variance for White Light was not the
highest; instead, sample variance for Catedral was
the highest at 2.86. The removal of White Light and
Persistence of Memory increased sample variance of
ConnectRealistic, to 1.70, making sample variance for
realistic works higher than that for abstract works at
1.36. Data suggest that, on average, while participants
connected more to the realistic works, the responses to
Catedral were significantly volatile. Table 3 displays
the demographic statistics for sample distribution.
These provide additional insight for potential policy in
the final section of this study.
In terms of demographic composition,
participants in the sample identified as 40% male and
60% female. No participants responded as other/decline
to state. Sample mean (1.63) for class standing indicated
that the majority of participants in the sample were
underclassmen. Approximately 22% of the participants
in the sample were enrolled in the honors section of
Western Art History. Finally, approximately 63% of
participants in the sample had visited Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art before taking the survey.
Regression Analyses
The following tables present the results of
regression analysis. For all tables, standard errors are in
parentheses and numbers in bold with asterisks indicate
significance on either the 10%*, 5%** or 1%***
levels. Regarding the primary research question on
reported level of enjoyment, Table 4 presents the results
from combining artworks, while Table 5 highlights the
results from individual artworks.
The original regression on the primary dependent
variable, EnjoyOverall, found no statistical significance
for Treatment or any other independent variable. Given
that EnjoyOverall was a simple average of the responses
from individual artworks, enjoyment of each of the four
artworks were then regressed separately.
9
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Table 4 (N=118)
Enjoy
Enjoy
Enjoy
Enjoy
Abstract Realistic NoPollock Overall
Treatment
0.03
-0.26
-0.19
-0.12
(0.22)
(0.17)
(0.16)
(0.16)
Male
-0.38* -0.41**
-0.22
-0.30
(0.22)
(0.17)
(0.16)
(0.20)
Class
-0.18
0.03
0.02
-0.08
(0.12)
(0.09)
(0.09)
(0.11)
Honors
-0.29
0.26
0.13
-0.12
(0.26)
(0.20)
(0.18)
(0.23)
*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01

For The Persistence of Memory, regression
analyses indicated no statistical significance. For
only Catedral, Treatment was negatively statistically
significant. This indicated that exposure to Treatment
would decrease a participant’s reported level of
enjoyment. For Café Terrace at Night, White Light,
and Catedral, however, identifying as male resulted
in a negative statistical significance. In other words,
reported level of enjoyment of all three of these works
for male participants was lower than reported level of
enjoyment for female participants. For White Light,
Class was also negatively significant, indicating that
for every one unit increase in Class (participants moved
up a grade), their reported level of enjoyment of White
Light would decrease further.
Even though it was only statistically significant
for Catedral, regression analyses revealed that Treatment
had a negative relationship with every artwork except
Jackson Pollock’s White Light. This prompted the
question, “Would eliminating this artwork from the
EnjoyOverall variable affect Treatment’s significance?”
To test this, the variable EnjoyNoPollock was created
and regressed on the same independent variables as
before. For EnjoyNoPollock, regression still found
no statistical significance for Treatment nor any other
variable; however, a reduction in p-value for Treatment
suggested the need for more analysis. Upon further
investigation, the negative coefficient for Treatment on
Salvador Dali’s The Persistence of Memory (-0.04) was
much smaller than that of Café Terrace at Night (-0.62)
or Catedral (-0.47). On the spectrum of “realistic”
to “abstract” artworks, Treatment was negatively
significant on the most realistic of all the selection: the
personal work Catedral. On this same spectrum, The
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/inquiry/vol20/iss1/4

Table 5 (N=118)

Treatment
Male
Class
Honors

Enjoy1

Enjoy2

-0.62
(0.17)
-0.34**
(0.17)
-0.13
(0.09)
0.02
(0.20)

-0.04
(0.26)
0.17
(0.26)
0.05
(0.14)
-0.13
(0.30)

Enjoy3

Enjoy4

0.10
-0.47**
(0.34)
(0.27)
-0.94*** -0.48*
(0.34)
(0.27)
-0.36*
0.19
(0.18)
(0.15)
-0.45
0.49
(0.40)
(0.32)

*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01

Persistence of Memory fell somewhere in the middle
between Café Terrace at Night and the highly abstract
work White Light. Given this information, the effect
of Treatment on the “real” versus “abstract” paintings
of the selection was isolated by creating the variable
EnjoyRealistic and EnjoyAbstract. EnjoyRealistic
became the simple average of all participants’ reported
levels of enjoyment for Café Terrace at Night and
Catedral, while EnjoyAbstract became the simple
average of all participants’ reported levels of enjoyment
for The Persistence of Memory and White Light.
Regression results regarding the dependent
variable Connect tell an equally interesting story. Table
6 and Table 7 present the results of all regression models.
Table 6 highlights the results from variables combining
artworks, while Table 7 illustrates the results from the
variables of individual artworks.

Table 6 (N=118)
Connect Connect Connect Connect
Abstract Realistic NoPollock Overall
Treatment
0.04
-0.53**
-0.37*
-0.28
(0.22)
(0.24)
(0.21)
(0.20)
Male
-0.21
-0.46*
-0.23
-0.30
(0.23)
(0.25)
(0.21)
(0.20)
Class
-0.16
-0.01
-0.03
-0.08
(0.12)
(0.13)
(0.12)
(0.11)
Honors
-0.06
-0.32
-0.21
-0.12
(0.26)
(0.29)
(0.25)
(0.23)
*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01
10
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Table 7 (N=118)
Connect Connect Connect Connect
1
2
3
4
Treatment -0.52**
-0.04
0.12
-0.53
(0.26)
(0.31)
(0.32)
(0.32)
Male
-0.69***
0.21
-0.64**
-0.22
(0.26)
(0.31)
(0.32)
(0.33)
Class
-0.21
-0.06
-0.27
0.18
(0.14)
(0.17)
(0.17)
(0.18)
Honors
-0.49
0.01
-0.14
-0.16
(0.30)
(0.37)
(0.37)
(0.38)
*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01

Similar to regression results of EnjoyOverall,
the original regression analyses on ConnectOverall
found no statistical significance for Treatment or for any
other independent variable. Given that ConnectOverall
was a simple average of the responses from individual
artworks, each of the four Connect dependent variables
was then regressed separately.
There was a statistically significant inverse
relationship between Treatment and Café Terrace
at Night. This indicated that exposure to Treatment
decreased participants’ reported strengths of connection.
Treatment was almost negatively significant for
Catedral, and it is predicted that with a larger sample
size this variable would become statistically significant.
Both Café Terrace at Night and White Light had a
statistically significant negative relationship with
Male. This indicated that if a participant was male, his
reported strength of connection to both of these works
would be lower than his female counterpart. Once
again, regression on The Persistence of Memory found
no statistical significance to report.
The additional variables ConnectNoPollock,
ConnectRealistic and ConnectAbstract allowed for
further analysis. For ConnectNoPollock, regression
analyses resulted in statistical significance for
Treatment. This makes sense, given that Treatment
was almost statistically significant in ConnectOverall –
removing Pollock allowed Treatment to gain statistical
significance. This indicated that participants exposed
to Treatment would decrease their reported strength
of connection overall to Café Terrace at Night, The
Persistence of Memory, and Catedral.
For ConnectRealistic, Treatment became
negatively significant and Male gained negative
significance as well. This is plausible given that both
Published by ScholarWorks@UARK, 2016

Treatment and Male were negatively significant for Café
Terrace at Night and Treatment was almost negatively
significant for Catedral. For ConnectAbstract,
regression analyses resulted in no statistical significance
for either Treatment or any other independent variable.
This was not surprising given that regression for The
Persistence of Memory found no statistical significance,
while regression for White Light only found statistical
significance for Male at the highest level.
Though achieving statistical significance in
the Honors variable was anticipated, not a single
regression found any significance to report. It must
also be noted that both R2 and adjusted R2 were low
for all regression models. Low levels could have been
due to a combination of the statistical insignificance
of the independent variable Honors in all regressions,
the insignificance of Class in most regressions, or the
insignificance of Treatment in many regressions. These
levels also suggest that a variable not tested in these
regressions may have accounted for significance in the
dependent variables. This is not surprising, given earlier
discussion on the high level of subjectivity in perception
of art. Though these levels are low, regression results
are worthy of discussion.
Discussion
Conclusions
Results of this study were surprising and
warrant sufficient discussion. On average, participants
reported that they enjoyed the artworks more than they
felt a connection to them; their responses also varied
less when reporting enjoyment than when reporting
connection regardless of whether they received context
information or not. Average reported level of enjoyment
for all works fell between “Undecided“ and “Somewhat
Enjoyed It“, while reported strength of connection fell
between “Undecided” and “Somewhat Not Strong.”
Based on this result, it is plausible to suggest that it
was more difficult for a participant to find a point of
connection between the content of the artwork and him/
herself than it was is to simply enjoy it. Connection
with a piece of artwork requires the additional effort
of internal reflection, and a viewer may need a better
incentive structure not achieved by this design.
Overall, none of the results would support a strong case
claiming that most participants truly loved their survey
experience.
11
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In the original regressions on the primary
dependent variable EnjoyOverall and secondary
dependent variable ConnectOverall, the primary
explanatory variable Treatment never achieved
statistical significance. Not only was Treatment not
always statistically significant, when it was significant
it negatively affected participant reports on average.
These results do not support the prediction that
context information would significantly and positively
affect participant reports. Even when they were not
statistically significant, findings from the coefficients
for Treatment suggest that, on average, exposure to
context information negatively affected participant
reports on every question when viewing all artworks
other than Jackson Pollock’s White Light. Though
surprising at first, after more careful consideration the
potential explanation is that when participants believe
in their own ability to interpret art, and when the
presence of information contradicts or disenchants their
understanding, a piece of the “magic” becomes lost.
Recalling the statements of popular modern behavioral
economist Dan Ariely on this circumstance in particular
Ariely believes that:
Ownership is not limited to material things. It can
also apply to points of view. Once we take ownership
of an idea ...we love it perhaps more than we should...
And most frequently, we have trouble letting go of it
because we can’t stand the idea of its loss. (Ariely,
2010)
Perhaps only for an extremely abstract work, as in
the case of White Light, was the addition of context
information helpful for participants to develop a
framework to understand it.
The investigation of Pollock’s White Light
reveals that the work functioned more similarly to a
dark horse than to what its name suggests. Not only did
it muddle significance for Treatment across the board,
when measuring the primary dependent variable,
enjoyment, participants reported their enjoyment of
it lowest of the four works while their responses to it
varied more than to any other work. When measuring the
secondary dependent variable, connection, participants
reported their enjoyment of White Light lowest of the
four works again even though responses to it were
slightly less varied (second-highest of the four).
White Light inspired the inquiry that ultimately
resulted in the separation of the artworks into two
categories – realistic and abstract – and revealed one of
https://scholarworks.uark.edu/inquiry/vol20/iss1/4

the most interesting aspects of this study. When reports
for the four artworks were split, it was possible to isolate
independent variables affecting participant overall
responses to a particular classification of artwork rather
than to four unique individuals’ work or the combination
of all works. On average, participants reported higher
levels of enjoyment and connection to the realistic
works Café Terrace at Night and Catedral than to the
abstract works White Light and The Persistence of
Memory. It must be noted, however, that both reported
enjoyment and connection to White Light individually
was low enough to bring the overall enjoyment and
connection to the abstract works down lower than
that of the realistic works. Regarding enjoyment, on
average responses for the abstract works varied more
than for the realistic works. This result contrasts
responses for connection, where, on average, they vary
more for the realistic works than for the abstract works.
This is a very interesting result, likely explained by
the fact that in this case the realistic artwork Catedral
and not the abstract work White Light had the highest
individual sample variance. Furthermore, it is possible
that responses varied more for Catedral than for any
other work if enjoyment was not influenced as much
by recognition; given that Catedral is not at all famous,
some participants may have connected with it more
for this reason while others may have felt a lack of
connection for this same reason. Finally, on average,
participants reported highest enjoyment and connection
to Van Gogh’s Café Terrace at Night over any other
individual work. It is likely that this work was also the
most widely recognizable of the collection, and further
research should determine recognition of pieces in its
design.
Though it was predicted that context
information would be the primary variable affecting
participant reports, regression analyses indicated
that the independent variable Male reached statistical
significance several times regardless of control or
treatment. In every instance where Male was significant,
being male decreased both reported level of enjoyment
and reported strength of connection. Though this study
provides support of a potential gender difference, this
does not generalize the data for the population. One
explanation may be that this result was correlated with
an existence and compliance with social gender roles
in the University of Arkansas environment that place
lower value on expressing enjoyment of/connection
with the arts for males than for females. Knowing
that approximately 40% of participants in this study
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were males, arts educators may find it beneficial to
acknowledge this possibility and contemplate potential
strategies to combat it.
The lack of significance in the Honors variable
was surprising and requires additional inquiry. The
negative statistical significance of the variable Class
for White Light was also difficult to interpret; however,
the relationship may be related to the possibility that
upperclassmen were disenchanted by Pollock’s work
if they had not already developed an appreciation for
it. Finally, given that 63% of participants reported that
they had previously visited nearby Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art, museums may find it
beneficial to cater at least some programming to the
interests of university students. When available, they
may even find it beneficial to provide incentives that
ensure students’ intentions to visit or revisit translate
into actually walking through their doors.
Choosing to survey University of Arkansas
students voluntarily enrolled in an art history course
controlled for multiple factors. First, sample choice
controlled for the wide range in the levels of exposure
that the population has for viewing visual art. Though
this design could not control for all variance, testing
students in an art history course guaranteed that all
students had been exposure to images of visual art at
least once before taking the survey. In addition, testing
this study’s research questions on university students,
provided insight into the minds of relative peers.
This is extremely helpful for creating art education
programming strategies that successfully reach the
university audience.
This experimental design provided control
participants with artist name and title of work rather
than no text information at all in order to isolate and
investigate not just the effect of information at all, but
specifically the effect of the contextual “story” behind
the creation of works of art. Had control participants
viewed visual art only, it would not be possible to
conclude with confidence that context information
specifically and not the recognition of artist name/
title of work caused a statistically significant change in
reported levels of enjoyment or strength of connection.
This was a risk for finding significance; however,
this study was more interested in testing precision of
information.
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Limitations
This study revealed multiple limitations and a discussion
of them are below.
Hypothetical bias. While the increased aesthetic
distance of viewing art on a digital screen versus
seeing the art in person was controlled and identical
for all works, there was an inherent disadvantage in
asking participants to view visual art online rather than
experiencing the art in reality.
Control of exposure. Though it was guaranteed
that participants had been previously exposed to
visual art, all works in this study date from the PostImpressionist time period forward while participants’
exposure to visual art at the time of study was guaranteed
only for works prior to the Post-Impressionist period.
Resources. This study was conducted without
financial resources for implementation or compensation
to participants.
Omitted variables. The greatest limitation
overall for research of this nature revealed that
quantitatively measuring perceptions of art is extremely
difficult. Given the lack of empirical literature, the
probability of an omitted variable bias was higher for
a study of this kind than for other studies with a large
body of reference. Though it was already suspected
that additional variables other than context information
affect perceived values of visual art, low R2 levels in
regression analyses provide statistical support that
additional, untested variables likely affected participant
perceptions while viewing visual art.
Future Research
The results of this study provide quantitative
insight into variables that affect participant perceptions
of the intrinsic values of visual art. Specifically, this
study provides a closer look at the perceptions that
members of the university community carry with them
as they experience visual art. This, in turn, contributes
to the body of knowledge for researchers who wish
to take on the challenge of integrating quantitative
analysis with artistic expression, and investigating and
identifying more robust variables. In a future study,
adding to context the impact of an artwork on following
artists and movements may enhance viewer’s enjoyment
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and connection. The insights provided by this study are Van Gogh, V. (2015, March 10). Van Gogh to Rothko:
by no means comprehensive; however, multiple bodies
Masterworks from the Albright-Knox Gallery.
from individuals to larger organizations involved in the
Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art.
arts may find the results of this study useful.
Retrieved from http://crystalbridges.org/
As the world enters an era of unprecedented
exhibitions/van-gogh-rothko
interdependence, the university population and the Vincent Van Gogh Gallery. (2015, March 10). The
millennial generation as a whole may no longer be
paintings: Café Terrace at Place du Forum,
satisfied by the blind consumption of information. This
Arles, at Night. Retrieved from http://www.
generation may demand to interact with and integrate
vggallery.com/painting/p_0467.htm
their opportunities to critique, organize and draw their
own conclusions regarding visual art as well as their
daily, environmental experiences. If this is true, then the
future of arts programming for the millennial generation
knows no limit. Furthermore, if this prediction is
investigated empirically, then those who create, collect,
organize or distribute art for the millennial generation
will have unprecedented capacity to choose and
implement strategies to engage them successfully. By
listening and responding to the needs of this generation,
arts programming may sustain a healthy environment
for growth, innovation and integration for generations
to come.
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